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Edward F. Dunne
Collection, 1873-1937.

Series 1: Newspaper Clippings

Scrapbooks:

1. 1873-1903: Court cases
2. Nov. 26, 1899 - Jan. 13, 1904 (85 pp.): Chicago politics, court cases, national politics, Boer War, British policy
4. Feb. 11, 1905 - Feb. 1, 1907 (58 pp.): Mayoral term
6A. Nov. 11, 1904 - Nov. 12, 1905: Mayoral campaign
6B. Feb. 20, 1905 - Mar. 17, 1905: Mayoral campaign
6C. Mar. 17, 1905 - Mar. 29, 1905: Mayoral campaign
9. “Ideal Scrapbook” Obituary notices
10. “Album Scrapbook” (Dr. John A. Robison materials)

Folders of Loose Clippings:

1. Regarding Edward F. Dunne
2. Regarding Robert Jerome “Duke” Dunne
3. Regarding William L. O’Connell
4. Regarding William L. Sullivan and Family
5. Miscellaneous

Series 2: Correspondence

Notable Letters in Scrapbook 1:

May 17, 1898, William Jennings Bryan to Dunne (with photo of Bryan and wife[?])

Jan. 16, 1899, William E. Mason to Dunne

Notable Letters in Scrapbook 3:

Jan. 27, 1904, John R. Rathorn to Dunne
Notable Letters in Scrapbook 6A:

Feb. 4, 1904, John Hamline to Dunne

80th Birthday Scrapbook (according to Dunne’s arrangement):

1933
Oct. 15, Henry Horner telegram
Oct. 17, Edward Kelly
Oct. 12, Jas. Hamilton Lewis telegram

1941
June 30, Newspaper clipping, Peoria Daily Record
n.d., W. L. O’Connell telegram

1957
Oct. 12, W. L. O’Connell telegram

1933
Telegrams (incoming) [unless otherwise noted]
Oct. 12, M. S. Szymczak
Oct. 12, Vincent J. O. Conor
Oct. 13, Charles S. Deneen letter
Oct. 12, Michael Zimmer
Oct. 12, John R. McSweeney, Ray O’Keefe, and Frank Ryan
Oct. 12, Erwin J. Hasten
Oct. 12, Elizabeth Quinlan
Oct. 12, John P. Devine
Oct. 7, Rosina and Edward
Oct. 12, Earl and Eileen Bradley
Oct. 12, Valentine, Charles, and Joel
Oct. 7, Keefe, Seguin, and Hereleys
Oct. 7, Harry and Josephine J. Powers
Oct. 12, Jerry and Kitty Walter
Oct. 12, Emily and Jerry
Oct. 12, Fred Gillies
Oct. 8, Bo
Oct. 12, Edward, Rosina, and the Children
Oct. 12, Mary C. Dunne and Sisters
Oct. 12, Jacob G. Grossberg
Oct. 12, Marie Cunningham
Oct. 12, George Wong Wah

Letters (Incoming)
Oct. 12, Joseph Sabath
Oct. 13, Samuel Alschuler
Oct. 9, Harry A. Bullis
Oct. 13, J. H. Prior
Oct. 12, B. F. Lewis, Jr.
Oct. 5, Richard J. Finnegan
Oct. 16, Charles A. McDenard
Oct. 17, Ignato Izsak
Nov. 5, Clyde Lee
Oct. 13, Jessie R. McLain
Oct. 11, Ed and Delig Cummings
n.d., Albert Young
Oct. 6, A. L. Bowen
Oct. 11, J. D. Hess
Oct. 23, Robert L. Kern
Oct. 28, Barrett O’ Hara
Oct. 9, J. W. Dowd
n.d., clipping
n.d., clipping, Belleville Daily
n.d., clipping, Illinois State Register
n.d., clipping, Chicago American

Folder 1:

1932
Apr. 25, Family of Catherine Hermes to Mr. and Mrs. Sullivan

1933
Mar. 5, Dunne to Sullivan

1935
June 5, James P. Boyle to Elizabeth Sullivan
Dec. 18, Dunne to Sullivan

1937
Jan. 23, Dunne to Sullivan
Mar. 5, Mrs. Leo Goreff to Sullivan (with photo)
Mar. 5, Dunne to Sullivan
Mar. 11, Dunne to Sullivan
May 4, Dunne to Sullivan
June 7, Dunne Family to Sullivan
n.d., Dunne to Sullivan
n.d., Dunne to Sullivan
n.d., Dunne to Sullivan
n.d., Dunne to Sullivan
Calling Card, William Sullivan
Calling Card, Mrs. Emma Lockett

Series 3: Photographs

Folder 1:

Governor(?) Dunne
3 photos unidentified women
William L. Sullivan
1935, Aug. 11, William L. Sullivan
Joan T. Blaine
Portrait Dunne, inscribed to Elizabeth Sullivan (oversized)
Signed photo William L. Sullivan (oversized)

Series 4: Printed Materials

Folder 1:

“Abraham Lincoln, Address before the Annunciation Club of Buffalo, New York, February 15, 1916” by Edward F. Dunne
Program, “The Irish Fellowship Club of Chicago” 3/16/35
“Memorial Proceedings May 21, 1938, Edward F. Dunne” (2 copies)
Same as above except in oversized and bound edition
Pamphlet, “Hearst on his Own Candidate Harrison”

Series 5: Addendum

Oversize Photographs Edward F. Dunne, 1853-1937